
Zeit
Project brief

History : 



For a long time, space-time travel was so- mething 
utopian. It became reality thanks to Zeit, a subsidiary of 
Richard Branson’s Virgin empire. A total of 289 
destinations from the pre-historic era to the present 
day have been roughly selected and all offer secure 
expe- riences. Zeit, in addition to democratizing space-
time travel, wants to continue the ex- perience with a 
reassuring, intuitive and res- ponsive website





Challenge : 



Create an immersive experience that reflects Zeit’s 
universe, both modern and historical, starting with an 
intuitive, innovative and responsive logo and website. 
The site must be easy to use and make people on it 
want to book a space-time trip.



Client : 



Zeit Travel 
(DesignLab fictitious 
project)



Timeline : 



12  weeks

Dec 20 - Mar 21



Role : 



Lead UX/UI 
Designer





Mission : 



User research, 
prototyping, UI 
design, branding

Tools : 



Figma, Optimalsort, 
Miro, InDesign, 
Photoshop, 
Illustrator

I. RESEARCHI. RESEARCH

III. INTERACTION DESIGNIII. INTERACTION DESIGN

II. INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE

IV. UI DESIGN

Determine : 



Who are the people interested in space-time 
travel?

What are people’s main motivations for a 
space-time?

What are the most sought-after experiences?




Methodology :



Secondary research

Competitive analysis

Survey

1:1 user interviews:

Persona



We wish to propose a clear, simple and effective site. In terms of travel, to propose destinations that can mix city 
and nature, based on the meeting with locals, propose activities but leaving each person free to follow his own 
path. In spite of the fact that these are luxurious trips, it would be interesting to propose low prices on some 
destinations in order to give everybody the chance to live this experience. The site, should also be informative 
about all that this implies, and reassure in terms of security. In terms of features, the emphasis should be on 
beautiful photos, with an attractive site from the first glance, offering reviews and addresses, local tips, why not 
offer a blog, and a Personal Trip Planning Features (calendar, maps, itineraries) and of course filters that will allow 
users to find exactly what they are looking for.

Understanding : 



How do people mostly classify their information?

How to organize Zeit's categories according to users' logic.




Methodology :



Card sorting

User flow

Sitemap




CART SORTING



- Online (OptimalSort) - Open

- 8 participants

- 20 cards




The participants of  this study were given 20 cards to sort. Each card was labeled a specific historical event.  
Participants were told to group destinations in any pattern they deem fit to understand how users organize 
information and content. Themes were the most common grouping. 

Although almost all participants ranked the categories in the same way, one participant ranked them by loca- 
tion. One participant also categorized the categories by time period. It can be interesting to offer these options 
as well, either in a clean tab or in a filter.

We can notice that most of the participants classified the categories by period or style. This categorization is 
interesting because it gives an immediate overview of the destination style by name, and allows an immersion as 
soon as you arrive on the site.









See research finding

See user & task flows 

See card sorting

See mobile  prototype

See desktop  prototype

SYNTHESIS


Some important 

insight I got here.

1.

For all the participants, the 
most important thing for the 
uniqueness of a trip is the 
meeting and the experience 
that results from it.

2.

Most participants are very 
interested in the idea of time 
travel (78.6%).

3.

Most of people are woried 
about : Security - Cost - 
Technology - Time - Side 
Effects.

3.

Most of people are woried 
about : Security - Cost - 
Technology - Time - Side 
Effects.

Determine : 



The right branding  & UI guidelines to establish 
Zeit brand’s story that user can relate & enjoy.

The best prototyping & testing core actions to 
improve key user tasks




Methodology :



Branding

Brand style Tile

High fidelity prototype




Determine : 



The right branding  & UI guidelines to establish 
Zeit brand’s story that user can relate & enjoy.

The best prototyping & testing core actions to 
improve key user tasks




Methodology :



Branding

Brand style Tile

High fidelity prototype





